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AbstractWe study the modulation equations for the amplitude and phaseof smoothed rectangular pulse initial data for the defocusing nonlin-ear Schrodinger (NLS) equation in the semiclassical limit, and showthat these equations exhibit shock formation. In this way we identifyand explain one source for the onset of pulse oscillations in nonlinearbers whose transmission is modeled by the semiclassical NLS equa-tion. The onset of pulse ripples predicted here develops on the leadingand trailing slopes of a smooth pulse, as a consequence of shock for-mation in the modulation equations. This mechanism for the onsetof pulse ripples is distinct, both in the location and timescale, fromthe scenario pursued by Kodama and Wabnitz [11]: a piecewise linearpulse evolves for distances O(1) down the ber, beyond which oscil-lations develop associated with the vanishing of the upper step of thepulse [10]. Here we show that the scenario in [11] is correct, but spe-cic to pure rectangular pulses; any smoothing of this data fails toobey their scenario, but rather is described by the results presentedhere. That is, the semiclassical limit of the NLS equation is highlyunstable with respect to smooth regularizations of rectangular data.In our analysis, the onset of oscillations is associated with the loca-tion of the maximum gradient of the pulse slopes, and onset occurs onthe pulse slopes, at short distances down the ber proportional to theinverse of this maximum gradient. Explicit upper and lower boundson the initial shock location are derived. We thereby deduce the on-set for this source of pulse degradation scales linearly with the pulsewidth, and scales with the reciprocal square root of the ber nonlinearcoecient, the pulse power, and the ber dispersion coecient.
2
1 IntroductionRecently there has developed an interest in the propagation of non-solitonpulses in nonlinear dispersive bers [16], [15]. As is well known [19], [7], thenonlinear wave equation which describes the evolution of the wave envelopeas a function of time t and length z along the ber isiQz   k002 Qtt + jQj2Q = 0; (1)where t is the "retarded time", k00 is the ber dispersion, and  is the bernonlinearity coecient.In [15] Marcuse developed a simple model based on rectangular pulseinitial data in order to approximate the evolution of the root mean square(RMS) width of smooth pulses. In the same paper, the model predictionsfor rectangular pulses were compared with numerical simulations of smoothpulses. The evidence presented indicated that although the rectangular ini-tial data is not preserved, the evolution of the RMS width predicted underthis assumption is remarkably accurate. Numerical evidence also showedthat the general shape of the amplitude function (a \bump") is preservedover long distances (10; 000km) albeit with pulse ripples, or oscillations, onthe leading and trailing slopes.The phenomenon of the development of oscillations in pulse-type datais familiar both in the optics community (see [20], and [1] and referencestherein) and in integrable theory, in particular in the context of small dis-persion limits of integrable odes and pdes [13],[23]-[25], [2], [17], [3], [9]. Thecanonical example for this phenomenon is a WKB approximation; see forexample [13] for the KdV equation, [3] for the Toda lattice, and [2] for thedefocusing NLS equation. Kodama and Wabnitz [11] made the importantobservation that this standard WKB approximation may be relevant for the3
evolution of pulse data for the NLS equation.In order to connect to the rigorous results for the small dispersion limitof the NLS equation, one must scale the equations consistent with the exper-iment and deduce the semi-classical NLS equation. Kodama and Wabnitzintroduced one such scaling in [11] and we now introduce an alternative scal-ing motivated by the experiments of Marcuse.The rst step in the scaling process involves selection of the 3 physicalscales necessary to nondimensionalize the NLS pde (1): a lengthscale z0, atimescale t0, and a power P0. We emphasize that there is arbitrariness inhow one selects these scales, but the predictions we ultimately make for realexperiments are independent of this a priori choice. These physical scales sim-ply instantiate a unit of distance, time and power. The experimental data,consisting of the ber material characteristics and the specic pulse charac-teristics, will be consistently built into these characteristic scales. Finallythen, our predictions for the location of onset of pulse ripples are translatedto physical units in terms of the ber properties (the dispersion and nonlin-earity coecients) and the input pulse characteristics (the pulse power andwidth).We select P0 to be the power of the initial pulse, which denes a dimen-sionless eld envelope q, q = QpP0 : (2)In terms of dimensionless coordinates Z = zz0 , T = tt0 , the equation for q isiz0P0 qZ   12 k00P0t20qTT + jqj2q = 0: (3)Now we pick z0 to be the total transmission length, so that the dimen-sionless ber domain is 0  Z  1. The dimensionless quantity (z0P0) 1 is4
a familiar aspect ratio in nonlinear optics which we shall label as a distin-guished parameter, :  = 1P0 z0 = LNLz0 ; (4)the lengthscale LNL = 1P0 is referred to as the nonlinear lengthscale in beroptics.Finally, we choose the timescale t0 to be the initial pulse width. Dening = k00P0t20 (5)we obtain iqZ   2qTT + jqj2q = 0: (6)For applicability of the semi-classical integrable theory, two independentconditions must be satised.Condition 1. The parameter  should be small.Here our scaling choices become critical. LNL is xed by the materialcoecient  and power P0 of the initial pulse; thus, the nonlinear lengthscaleis experimentally determined. We further choose z0 as the total transmissionlength, so that  is dened consistently: for  to be small, the transmis-sion length must be order(s) of magnitude greater than the ber nonlinearlengthscale.Condition 2. The parameter  should be O(2).This is a further restriction on the experiment, namely that the dispersivelengthscale, LDisp: =  k00t20 ! 1 ; (7)5
must be very long, on the order of  1 times the total transmission length z0.To evaluate whether this condition is satised, one must choose the timescalet0 consistent with the experiment; we select t0 as the initial pulse width.Alternatively, one might pick the pulse slope width, but then our predictionwill simply scale with that parameter. The primary issue is whether thepulse width or slope width yields the necessary order of .Now we present some scenarios in which we are approximately in thesemiclassical regime. Marcuse [15] considered the following numerical values:P0 = 1 mW;LNL = 1P0 = :31Mm;D =  :05 psnm km; = 1550nm;Aeff = 40m2;n2 = 3:2  10 20m2W ;ztot = 10; 000 km;t0 = 200 ps:(Recall that k00 =  2D2c ,  = n2!0cAeff ,  is the wavelength, D is the groupvelocity dispersion, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, Aeff is the eectivearea of the ber core, !0 = 2c is the carrier frequency, and n2 is the nonlinearcoecient of the ber.) For these values, we nd that  = :0310, and  =4:942  10 4 = 0:51432.In recently installed transoceanic systems, e.g. TPC5 or TAT 12-13, therelevant parameter values are [4]P0 = 5 mW;6
LNL = 1P0 = 292km;D =  :2 psnm km; = 1558nm;Aeff = 50m2;n2 = 2:6  10 20m2W ;ztot = 500 km;t0 = 200 ps:Note while these lines cross the Atlantic Ocean, the defocusing ber segmentsare 500 km with a 5 km focusing segment in between [4]. With these values,we nd that  = 0:5840, and  = 0:0018 = (:0733)2.Remark: a convenient rescaling of t0: The above examples of currentber optic scenarios justify the use of semiclassical theory of the NLS equationto predict the evolution of pulses. As part of our procedure, we now need tochange variables, use semiclassical NLS results, and translate them back todimensional coordinates. In order to simply invoke the semiclassical theory, itis only necessary to rescale the single parameter t0, and arrive at the canonicalsemiclassical NLS equation. In this way, every ber/initial data scenarioapproximated by the semiclassical NLS equation is described by the resultsto follow. One then converts these predictions to dimensional form, and thephysical predictions depend only on the ber and pulse characteristics, not onthe choice of t0. (The alternative would be to maintain the physical denitionof t0 as the pulse width, and rescale the WKB theory and associated shockestimates to follow. The choice here is much simpler, and transfers to everyapplication described in this paper, as illustrated explicitly in Section 3.)Rather than choosing t0 to be the pulse width, in what follows we will7
choose t0 so that   2, i.e. t0 = pLNLk00 : (8)In the above examples, the new values of t0 are as follows. For the Mar-cuse experiment, t0 = 143:4ps; with this scaling a pulse of width 200ps hasa nondimensional width of 1:394, a 400ps pulse has twice that nondimen-sional width, etc. For TPC5 or TAT 12-13, t0 = 14:78ps; with this scaling apulse of width 200ps has a nondimensional width of 13:53. This is the man-ual of translation for entering the experimental pulse width, along with theber characteristics and pulse power, into the canonical semiclassical NLSequation: iqZ   22 qTT + jqj2q = 0: (9)In these variables, the WKB initial data isq0(T ) = A0(T )e iS0(T ): (10)The rectangular data studied in [15] and [11] can be obtained by setting thephase S0(T ) identically equal to 0, and taking the amplitude A0(T ) to bepiecewise constant, i.e.q0(T ) = ( p0 for jT j < 1;0 otherwise ) : (11)In [11], Kodama and Wabnitz propose that a WKB approximation maybe used to explain the evolution of the pulse in more detail. Indeed, theauthors re-derived modulation equations for A(T;Z) and S(T;Z) (see [26]),constructed piecewise-linear solutions of the modulation equations for the8
rectangular initial data (11), and compared these solutions to numerical sim-ulations of (9).These results are a plausible scenario given what is now known in inte-grable dispersive pdes. A rigorous justication of this scenario is not con-tained in [11]; rigorous results that apply to this problem are contained inthe literature. In particular, equation (9) with WKB initial data of the form(10), where the initial functions A0(T ) and S0(T ) are such that 2A0S0 areboth arbitrary single-hump functions, has been studied rigorously as  ! 0[9] (see below for further discussion). The equations for the evolution of Aand S turn out to be a hyperbolic system of conservation laws, which haveanalytically [8] and experimentally [2] been shown to exhibit shock forma-tion. In an appendix we apply these rigorous results to validate the resultsin [11].Kodama and Wabnitz appear to capture quite well the mean behaviorof the pulse evolution, in particular the mean prole shape and location.However, similar to Marcuse's work [15], oscillations appear on the slopes ofthe pulse amplitude A(T;Z) in the numerically computed solution which arenot predicted nor resolved by the formulae derived in [11] (see, for example,gure 1 in [11]). Indeed, previously Marcuse [15] noted the onset of oscil-lations on the leading and trailing slope of the pulse amplitude. Marcusefurther emphasized that these slope oscillations do not go away with renednumerical calculations, and therefore \are real".The issues we address here go beyond the mean prole shape and location.In particular we address the following questions:For what data do slope oscillations occur?Is this phenomenon unstable with respect to initial data?If so, what is the physically relevant initial data?9
Here we show analytically, in agreement with the numerical experimentsof Marcuse, that the onset of slope oscillations are not due to numerical er-rors, but rather are due to the early (i.e. near Z = 0) formation of shocks inthe zero-phase modulation equations. As noted earlier, it is now standard be-havior that modulation equations both govern the asymptotic behavior of anintegrable system as a parameter (the coecient of dispersion) tends to zero,and are prone to shock formation [13], [23]-[25], [3], [9]. Moreover, beyondshock formation, the ansatz which leads to the modulation equations is nolonger valid, and fails to describe the asymptotic behavior of the integrablesystem.Beyond shock formation, typically additional oscillations develop at theshock front, and spread. These oscillations have wavelength which tends tozero as the coecient of dispersion tends to zero (typically O(), where  isthe coecient of dispersion), while their amplitude is O(1) and independentof the dispersion coecient. The \post-shock" issues of the generation ofpulse ripples, their extent and evolution, are beyond the scope of this paper.Nonetheless, a detailed description of this dispersive shock phenomenon inthe defocusing NLS equation has been carried out in [14] and [2]. We mentionthat in [2], the authors: (a) documented numerically the onset of oscillationsin the defocusing NLS equation with WKB-type initial data for small val-ues of , (b) explained these oscillations in terms of shock formation, and(c) suggested that oscillations observed experimentally by Rothenberg andGrischkowsky [20] are \experimental evidence supporting the semi-classicaltheory".In this paper we rigorously show:(1) for virtually any \bump" initial data (i.e. for a large class of pulseshapes, including any smoothed rectangular pulse), the underlying zero-phase10
modulation equations develop shocks;(2) the location of onset is associated with the maximumabsolute gradientof qA0(T ), while the timescale of onset of oscillations is proportional to theinverse of the maximum absolute gradient of qA0(T ).These analytical results characterize the onset of slope oscillations as seenin gure 1 of [11].We repeat that integrable theory further provides a basis for rigorous ex-planation and precise description of the oscillations themselves, in particularthe extent of the region of oscillations for all distances down the ber beyondinitial shocking, the spreading of this region, and its eect on the shape andevolution of the non-oscillatory regions of the pulse [21], [3], [18]. The estab-lishment of this next level of detail for these optical applications remains forthe future.Remark 1. Recently Kodama [10] has suggested that the oscillationsappearing in gure 1 of [11] are due to a dierent phenomenon associated tothe zero-phase modulation equations studied in [11], namely the contractionand vanishing of the \step" or upper at portion of the pulse. In [11] theauthors posit a solution of the form (10), taking purely rectangular initialdata which is piecewise-linear, i.e. a weak solution of (13)-(14). It remains toprove that equation (9) (as a dispersive regularization of (13) - (14)) shouldselect this weak solution as ! 0. In the appendix we rigorously prove: forthis special initial data, the behavior of q()(T;Z) as  tends to zero is indeeddescribed, at least until the step vanishes, by the explicit solution obtainedin [11].This rigorous step is necessary for several reasons. First, the WKB ap-proach and the derivation of modulation equations are approximate. In par-ticular, terms of order 2 have been neglected, while terms of order  have11
been retained. It is a remarkable fact from the Lax-Levermore method thatthese terms through order  rigorously govern the behavior of the NLS equa-tion (9) as  # 0. Second, once one admits weak solutions, the uniqueness ofsolutions of the modulation equations is lost. Therefore a rigorous principlemust be established that selects the correct behavior from the innite familyof weak solutions. The Lax-Levermore method provides this selection prin-ciple in the form of a maximization problem characterizing the small  limitof the NLS equation (9) [9]. In the appendix we outline these details andestablish that the piecewise linear solution solves the Lax-Levermore maxi-mization problem, and therefore that solution of the modulation equationsdescribes the small  limit of (9) with pure rectangular data.It follows that for pure rectangular initial data, oscillations do not developbefore the upper step vanishes. Hence we have the possibility of two distinctsources of oscillations, one from the development of shocks in the modula-tion equations (established here), and the other from this \step vanishing"phenomenon (pursued by Kodama [10]). It is interesting to note that theevolution of the continuum limit of the Toda lattice with piecewise constantinitial data was considered in [17], and the evolution was shown to be piece-wise linear, as in [11], until the `upper step" vanished. The evolution wasdescribed for all time, and it was shown, in particular, that for piecewiseconstant initial data for the continuum limit of the Toda lattice, no oscilla-tions develop. This Toda behavior is in sharp contrast to the semi-classicallimit of the defocusing NLS equation suggested by Kodama, and poses aninteresting analytical contrast for small dispersion limits.Remark 2. In practice one cannot produce a pure rectangular pulse,so it is relevant to investigate whether the predictions based on this idealapproximation are robust with respect to smoothing of the pulse. In fact the12
predictions are far from robust: any smooth pulse which approximates a purerectangular pulse will evolve in such a way as to develop slope oscillations,due to shock formation in the zero-phase modulation equations (13-14). It isof engineering relevance to determine how these slope oscillations alter theanalytical predictions of mean pulse prole and location in [11], [15], and alsoto investigate how small  must be for these predictions and those in [11] toapply.Remark 3. It follows from our work that the distance along the berbefore the development of these oscillations is inversely proportional to themaximum of j A0(T;0)pA(T;0)j. Thus we see that pulses with steep proles (i.e. goodapproximations of rectangular pulses) will develop oscillations practically atZ = 0, well before the step could possibly vanish. Furthermore, this impliesthat the zero-phase modulation equations considered in [11], when appliedto smoothed rectangular pulses, become invalid for Z beyond the location ofshock formation.Remark 4. The question of whether or not \step-vanishing oscillations"actually occur requires further study. For physically relevant data, there isno distinguished upper step, so it is unclear what would be the event corre-sponding to the piecewise-linear step vanishing. The next remark suggests analternative source for oscillations on the peak of the pulse amplitude. Whilea full analytical treatment using integrable methods could resolve this, a di-rect numerical implementation of the Lax - Levermore minimization problemfor the semiclassical limit of the NLS equation (9), analogous to the study[18] of D. McLaughlin and J. Strain is perhaps more ecient.Remark 5. Following the results of this paper, a very dierent scenariothan that suggested by Kodama (see Remark 1 above) arises to explain theoscillations on the step seen in [11] (assuming  is suciently small): Slope13
oscillations develop early at the location of steepest gradient of the amplitude;these oscillations spread up and down the slopes and emerge at some O(1)distance down the ber on the front and back of the top branch of the pulse.Then these pulse oscillations travel towards each other, and eventually collidenear the peak of the pulse. This collision, according to integrable theory,corresponds to the generation of higher-phase modulations, with additionaltemporal complexity. Tian [22] has embarked on a rigorous study of the singlephase modulation equations. Kodama [10] has announced similar multiphasemodulational behavior as a secondary eect to the step vanishing source ofoscillations.An outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. We explainbriey how one derives the zero-phase modulation equations for the ampli-tude A(T;Z) and phase S(T;Z). Then we prove that for any \single-hump"initial data, the solution of these equations develops shocks. A simple ar-gument then shows that any smoothed rectangular pulse falls into this classof initial data, and hence must exhibit shock formation at locations on theleading and trailing slopes of the pulse associated with the location of themaximum of j A0(T;0)pA(T;0)j, and on short distances down the ber proportional tothe inverse of the maximum of j A0(T;0)pA(T;0)j. Furthermore, we predict an explicitinterval of transmission, inside of which the semiclassical limit is guaranteedto exhibit onset of shock formation.Following that, we explain, using intuition from a large body of workin integrable systems, that these shock phenomena imply the onset of slopeoscillations in the amplitude and phase of the solution of the NLS equation(9) for any smoothed rectangular pulse and for small values of . The precisenature of the post-shock pulse evolution remains for future study.14
This behavior is in sharp constrast to the behavior for the pure rectan-gular data (11), which is discussed in the appendix. There we prove that forthis special initial data, the behavior of q()(T;Z) as  tends to zero is indeeddescribed, at least until the step vanishes, by the explicit solution obtainedin [11].2 Analysis of Zero-Phase Modulation Equa-tionsTo obtain the zero-phase modulation equations for A(T;Z) and S(T;Z), weinsert the ansatz q(T;Z) = A(T;Z)e iS(T;Z) (12)into equation (9) and expand, matching orders in . We obtain at order 0: SZ + 12S2T +A2 = 0; (13)and at order 1: AZ   12 (2ATST +ASTT) = 0: (14)We can place this system in Riemann invariant form by setting = 2A+ ST ; (15) = 2A  ST ; (16)for then Z   3 4  T = 0;Z    34 T = 0: (17)15
Our assumptions on A(T; 0) and S(T; 0) are that A;S 2 S(R), Schwarz class(i.e. smooth), and that the Riemann invariants  and  should each possessprecisely 1 critical point. Note that this is satised by the Schwarz classapproximation to the initial data (11):A(T; 0) = e CT 2 ; (18)S(T; 0) = 0: (19)Of course, this will be satised by a large class of pulses, and in particularfor generic smooth approximations to (11); see for example gure 2 in [11],and the class of pulses considered numerically in [15]. Note in particular thatfor the smoothed pulse initial dataA(T; 0) = A0(T );S(T; 0) = 0; (20)with A0 2 S(R) and A0 possessing precisely one maximum and no othercritical points, we have0(T ) = 0(T ) = 2A0(T ): (21)While the above formal calculations begin with the ansatz that as thepulse propagates down the ber, it can be described by (12), in fact this isfully rigorous. Integrable methods [9] have established that before the timeof shock formation in the system (13-14), as  tends to zero, the amplitudeA()(T;Z) and phase S()(T;Z) of q()(T;Z) converge to the solution of thehyperbolic system (13-14) with initial data (10). See also the recent work ofE. Grenier [6].Following a procedure due to Lax [12], we can establish upper and lowerbounds on the distance Z down the ber of existence of a solution to equa-tions (13-14) with initial data as described above. We remark that this16
procedure was also implemented by S. Jin [8] to estimate the shock time forthe zero phase modulation equations for NLS. From [12]:Theorem 1 (Lax) Consider the hyperbolic system in 2 un-knowns in Riemann invariant formrt + rx = 0; (22)st + sx = 0; (23)and suppose that the characteristic speed (r; s) satisesr < 0 (24)for all relevant values of the Riemann invariants r; s. Let h(r; s)solve hs = s  ; (25)and dene A = minr;s2R̂ re h ; (26)B = maxr;s2R̂ re h ; (27)m = maxx2X̂ eh(r0(x);s0(x))r0;x ; (28)where r0(x) and s0(x) are the Riemann invariants at t = 0,X̂  R, and R̂  R2 is a set of relevant values for the Riemanninvariants r and s, i.e.R̂ = n(r; s) : r 2 nr0(x) : x 2 X̂o ; (29)s 2 ns0(x) : x 2 X̂oo :Then a solution to the set of equations (22-23) exists at leastuntil t = ( Bm) 1, but no solution can exist up to the time t =( Am) 1. 17
In the present context, we identify the distance variable Z with t, thevariable T is identied with x, r = , and s = , and we have =  3   4 ; (30) =     34 ; (31)and hence     =  12(+ ). Thus we can takeh(; ) =  12 log ( + ); (32)for the function h in (25), and hence we havee h =  34q+ : (33)Now we dene m = maxT2R 0;Tp0 + 0 ; (34)and let the location where this maximum is achieved be denoted Tc.Lax's theorem employs the characteristic curve for  (i.e. r), and hencewe may take  to lie in the so-called range of relevant valuesmin = 0(Tc)    max: (35)The Riemann invariant  sits in it's range of relevant values0    max: (36)These choices guarantee that the predictions to follow are as sharp as thetheorem provides.Using (33), (35) and (36) together with the fact that jA0(T )j  1, weobtain values for A and B in (26) and (27):A = 34qmin; (37)B = 32 : (38)18
Therefore there is a solution to the zero-phase modulation equations (17) atleast until the ber location Z = 23 m: (39)However, no solution can exist beyond the ber locationZ = 43mpmin : (40)3 Semiclassical Predictions for FibersWe now pursue predictions for the ber locations Z = 23m ; Z = 43mpminfor pulse initial data of the form (20) with S(T ) = 0. This corresponds toinitial data for the Riemann invariants,0(T ) = 0(T ) = 2A0(T ): (41)Hence the important quantity m reduces to a simple form:m = maxT2T̂ A00(T )pA  = maxT2T̂ 2qA0(T )0 : (42)We now amplify the distinctions between these predictions for pulse os-cillations when we choose rectangular data, smooth nearly rectangular data,and experimental data.For rectangular data, combining the results of Kodama and Wabnitz andour Appendix, the prediction is that no pulse oscillations occur up to 10,000km.Both a smooth nearly rectangular pulse and the experimental data usedin [15] are captured by the family of \super Gaussian" pulsesA0(T ) = e (Tw )n; (43)19















Figure 1: Plot of e Tn for n = 2; 10; 50;1.where w = t̂2t0 ; (44)t0 is dened in (8), and t̂ is the pulse width. For n very large, (43) providesa good regularization of a rectangular pulse. For moderate values of n, e.g.n = 10, members of the family (43) have been used as ts to true pulsesin optical bers [15]. In Figure 1, we plot four members of the family (43),n = 2; 10; 50;1, for w = 1.For the data (43), we can explicitly compute the quantities A; B and m,and we nd: A = 323=2ee1=n (45)B = 32 (46)m = 2(n   1)ew  e2(1   1n)!1=n : (47)We are now in a position to illustrate two critical conclusions.20
First, consider the result for rectangular data compared with a nearlyrectangular smooth approximation provided by n large in (43). For n >> 1,m  2new , A  323=2e , and therefore the interval [Z; Z] shrinks to a pointat the location Z = 0. This implies that shocks form arbitrarily close toZ = 0 in the rectangular limit (n ! 1) of the super Gaussian family.Thus we have a stark illustration of instability with respect to smoothing ofrectangular initial data. The pure rectangular data rigorously does not shockfor the full length of the ber (10,000 km), whereas an arbitrarily close yetsmooth approximation to rectangular data shocks instantly.Second, compare the predicted interval within which shocks form for n =50, corresponding to a nearly rectangular smooth pulse; for n = 10, used in[15] as an approximation to a realistic optical pulse; and for n = 2, a pureGaussian. From the above formulas for arbitrary n, we nd (with w from(44)) Z = ew3(n   1)  e2(1   1n)! 1=n ; (48)Z = e2wp23(n  1)  e22(1   1n)! 1=n : (49)We emphasize that this is essentially a two-parameter family of pulse shapesand corresponding predictions for pulse propagation. The parameter n char-acterizes the pulse shape within this super Gaussian family, whereas the pulsewidth is parameterized through w = t̂2t0 . (Recall that the parameter t0 hasbeen specied to achieve a semiclassical NLS equation.)Predictions for the experiments of Marcuse [15]We obtain laboratory predictions for bers by computing the correspond-ing dimensional distances, z0Z and z0Z, where z0 is the total transmission21
length as above:z = z0Z = et̂6(n  1)sLNLk00  e2(1  1n )! 1=n (50)z = z0Z = e2t̂p26(n  1)sLNLk00  e22(1  1n )! 1=n : (51)One might call the interval (z; z) a \capture window" inside of which theevolution of the super-Gaussian pulse in the semiclassical limit is guaranteedto develop an innite gradient (a shock), and we surmise subsequent pulseripples which require further analysis. Note that this capture window scales with the pulse width t̂,nonlinear length LNL, and ber dispersion k00, as follows:t̂1; L1=2NL; (k00) 1=2: (52) Note further that this capture window for oscillations is indepen-dent of the characteristic timescale t0, and the characteristiclengthscale z0, as emphasized in the introduction.From these formulas, we consider Marcuse's experiments [15], and x thepulse width t̂ = 400ps, and compare pulse shapes n = 50, n = 10, and n = 2.We nd z = 256 km; z = 966 km for n = 50 (53)z = 1347 km; z = 4685 km for n = 10 (54)z = 7663 km; z = 17867 km for n = 2: (55)These results suggest that the pulse oscillations in gure 1 of [15] at locationZ = 10; 000 km were rst generated somewhere between 1347 and 4685 km.22
Note further that the predictions for other pulse widths, say 300ps or 200ps,are immediately deduced from the above estimates through the linear scalingwith respect to t̂ of the window.The second conclusion we highlight is the prediction for realistic opticalpulses (n = 10) viz a viz the prediction for smoothed, nearly rectangularpulses (n = 50). The entire capture window for the onset of pulse oscillationsscales essentially with n 1, so that larger n (i.e. steeper pulses) correspondsto pulse ripples on shorter transmission lengths. For example, the morerealistic pulse value of n = 10 is predicted to experience onset of oscillationsat transmission lengths around 540% past the nearly rectangular pulse shapeof n = 50.Predictions for bers in use: For the case of the recently installedsystems TPC-5 and TAT 12-13, using the pulse shape considered in [15](here n = 10 and the pulse width is t̂ = 200ps), these calculations predictthat a shock should develop somewhere between 326 and 1137 kilometersdown the ber.We caution again that the connection between shock formation and theonset of oscillations is rigorously correct under the assumption  ! 0. Theconnection for xed (though small)  > 0 is assumed, and will be pursued infuture work.The solution to the zero-phase modulation equations (17) will break downwhen a shock forms, i.e. when one of T or T develops a singularity. Thiswill generically occur in only one of the two curves, at the time Tb. Ofcourse, in the case that S0  0, shocks will form in both Riemann invariantssimultaneously. The location down the ber of shock formation shall bedenoted Zb.We have just shown that there exists a distance Zb down the ber at23
which the zero-phase modulation equations (17) break down due to shockformation. Moreover, we see that for a good approximation to a rectangularpulse, shock formation occurs near Z = 0; hence, for any Z beyond thislocation of shock formation, the zero-phase modulation equations do notpossess a well-dened solution.While the methods used here rely on nothing more than the Riemanninvariant form (17), and hence give only bounds on the distance down theber for existence of solutions to these equations, further detailed analysisof the zero-phase modulation equations is within the reach of new integrabletechniques. Indeed, in [3], the authors considered a completely analogousproblem for the continuum limit of the Toda Lattice, and using completeintegrability, arrived at the explicit solution of the zero-phase modulationequations for a large class of initial data. The solution was then used to ex-plicitly provide the location and time of shock formation, and the region andspread of the oscillations governed by the singe phase modulation equations.Similar results were obtained by Tian [21] and Wright [27] for the case of theKdV equation.4 ConclusionThe primary mathematical results in this paper are: the modulation equa-tions (13-14) with general smooth pulse initial data must shock; shocks formon the leading and trailing slopes of the pulse at locations associated withthe maximum of j A00(T )pA0(T )j, where A0(T ) is the initial pulse amplitude; and,the location down the ber of shock formation is inversely proportional tothe maximum of j A00(T )pA0(T )j.Physically, these results establish the following scenario for the evolution24
of smooth pulse initial data in nonlinear dispersive bers governed by theNLS pde (9), with  small. For small but nonzero distances 0  Z  Zb,the non-oscillatory smooth pulse persists and zero - phase modulation equa-tions (13-14) govern the evolution; at Zb (explicitly estimated above), themodulation equations break down due to shock formation. (For Z > Zb, wefurther surmise oscillations develop on the leading and trailing pulse slopes.The characterization of these ripples, their extent, and propagation are openproblems.) We further show that for super-Gaussian pulse data, the capturewindow for the onset of pulse ripples, inside of which Zb is guaranteed tosit, scales with t̂1, L1=2NL, and (k00) 1=2, where t̂ is the pulse width, LNL is thenonlinear length, and k00 is the ber dispersion. (Recall that LNL = (P0) 1,where  is the ber nonlinear (Kerr) index and P0 is the initial pulse power.)We have further established (in the Appendix) that the results of Kodamaand Wabnitz [11] for pure rectangular pulse data are rigorous. That is, apiecewise linear solution of the modulation equations persists and describesthe small  limit of the NLS equation (9), void of pulse ripples for O(1)distances down the ber - at least until the upper step vanishes, and thepulse becomes triangular. However, as explicitly illustrated in Section 3,the evolution of piecewise-linear data is unstable to arbitrary smoothing ofrectangular pulses, and therefore fails to detect the breakdown of the WKBansatz and corresponding zero-phase modulation equations at early distancesdown the ber.As noted, it remains to characterize the evolution of smooth pulses beyondthe onset of pulse ripples, or equivalently, beyond the formation of shocks inthe modulation equations. We anticipate that the spread and propagationof these oscillations will be governed (at least for some distance beyond Zb)by single-phase modulation theory, as developed in [5]. It further remains25
of engineering relevance to resolve the extent to which the slope oscillationsidentied here alter the appealing predictions of Kodama and Wabnitz [11]and Marcuse [15] for the evolution of the mean pulse width and center ofmass, and also to investigate how small  must be for the predictions ofsemiclassical theory (here or in [11]) to apply.Acknowledgements The research of Forest is supported by the Na-tional Science Foundation through grant # DMS-9403596. T-R McLaughlinis supported by a National Science Foundation postdoctoral fellowship. T-R McLaughlin is on leave from the Department of Mathematics, The OhioState University. The authors thank Stephen Evangelides, Jared Bronski,and Nathan Kutz for valuable comments.5 AppendixIn this appendix we show that the special piecewise-linear solution to themodulation equations (13)-(14) constructed by Kodama and Wabnitz rigor-ously governs the behavior as ! 0 of the solution to the NLS equation (9)with pure rectangular initial data (11).We preface these arguments with an explanation of why this step is neces-sary. It must be emphasized that the WKB modulation equations (13)-(14)are formal, based on an ansatz (12), and are approximate for nite small .In particular, terms of order 2 are neglected in the WKB approach. It is afact that as long as the solution to the modulation equations (13) - (14) issmooth (and hence unique), it will govern the behavior of the NLS equationfor  # 0. However, once the solution to the modulation equations is notsmooth, one has an innite family of solutions to choose from, and moreoverthe quantities neglected in the derivation of the modulation equations arenot small. Thus in the presence of shocks or jump discontinuities, one needs26
additional information to describe the behavior of the NLS equation. Thefundamental importance of the Lax-Levermore method is that the behavioras  tends to 0 is characterized rigorously. The behavior, for example, is quitedistinct from that picked out by a zero dissipation limit. For NLS the weaklimit as  # 0 has been rigorously shown to be governed by a maximizationproblem.Below we show that the piecewise linear solution of Kodama and Wabnitzsolves the maximization problem for rectangular initial data, and thereforegoverns the behavior as  goes to zero of the NLS equation for this initialdata. However, we remark again that we have shown in the body of the textthat this solution is unstable to any smoothing of the rectangular data (11),and fails to predict the onset of slope oscillations characterized above.In [9], the authors considered the NLS equationi@t	+ 22 @xx	+ (1  j	j2)	 = 0; (56)with far-eld boundary conditions	(x; t)  e iS1 as x!1; (57)and the initial condition	(x; 0) = 	()(x) = A0(x)e iS0(x); (58)for smooth functions A0(x) and S0(x) that are independent of  and are suchthat 12SxA each possesses precisely 1 critical point, and A! 1 as jxj ! 1.They prove, in particular, that the densities() = jA()(x; t)j2   1; (59)() = jA()(x; t)j2S()x (x; t) (60)27
satisfy L1   lim!0 () = (x; t); (61)L1   lim!0 () = (x; t); (62)for 0  t  tb, where tb is the shock time for the associated zero-phasemodulation equations, (x; t) = jA(x; t)j2 1, (x; t) = jA(x; t)j2Sx(x; t), and(A;S) is a particular solution of the zero-phase modulation equations whichare obtained through a maximization problem in function space. In particular,when one considers weak solutions of the zero-phase modulation equations(e.g. those considered by Kodama and Wabnitz), it is this maximizationproblem which uniquely determines the solution of the modulationequations which governs the NLS dynamics.Indeed, Jin, Levermore, and McLaughlin showed that the solution is ob-tained through the following procedure; we adapt their procedure to thespecial case of the present simple initial dataA0(x) = ( 0 for x 2 [1; ]1 otherwise ) ; (63)S0(x) = 0: (64)Note that this initial data, when modied so that it is symmetric aboutx = 0, is a single pulse centered at x = 0 with width 2, and as we will see, thebehavior for x >  does not alter the behavior of the pulse. The modicationsto the method developed in [9] necessary to include the rectangular data (63)-(64) are minor, and can be found in [17], for the case of the continuum limitof the Toda lattice.DeneA = fmeasurable functions  on (0; ) : 0  ()  (   1) sin g : (65)28
Let  be the unique solution of the following maximization problemmax2A " 2 Z a()()d + 12 Z Z log sin (12(   ))sin (12( + )) ()()dd# ; (66)where a() = sin  (t cos    x+ ) : (67)Then (x; t) = 2@x Z 0 () sin d; (68)(x; t) =   2@t Z 0 () sin d: (69)In [9], the authors further showed that a function  solves the maximizationproblem (66) if and only ofL() + a() = 0 for  2 f :  > 0g; (70)L() + a()  0 for  2 f :  = 0g; (71)L() + a()  0 for  2 f :  = (   1) sin g; (72)where L is the integral operatorLh() = 1 Z 0 log sin (12(   ))sin (12( + )) h()d: (73)Denef(z;x; t) = i(   1) hz   (z2   1)1=2i for x  1  t (74)= i(   x) hz   (z2   1)1=2i+ (75)+ it h2z(z2   1)1=2   (2z2   1)i for 1 + 2t < x <    2t;29
and for x 2 [1  t; 1 + 2t], denef(z;x; t) = i(   x) hz  R1=2i+ (76) it h2z2   1 R1=2 (2z +  + 1)i+ (77)+i(   1) hR1=2   (z2   1)1=2i ;where R = (z   )(z   1); (78) = 13 1 + 2t (1   x) : (79)The square roots are taken so that R(z)1=2  z and (z2 1)1=2  z for z !1,and for z real they are evaluated from C+, i.e. R(z)1=2 = lim#0R(z + i)1=2.Now set (;x; t) = <f(  cos ()) for  2 (0; ); (80)where <f denotes the real part of the function f . One can then show explic-itly that (;x; t) solves the maximization problem (66) for all x     2t,by contour integration and the use of the relationship between the operatorL and the classical Hilbert transform operator in the unit disc: L() =R 0 H(0)d0. A simple calculation using relations (68) and (69) shows that:for x < 1  t (x; t) = 0; (81)(x; t) = 0; (82)for x 2 [1  t; 1 + 2t],(x; t) = 19 1  xt + 22   1; (83)(x; t) = 23 1  xt   1 ((x; t) + 1) ; (84)30
and for x 2 (1 + 2t;    2t), (x; t) =  1; (85)(x; t) = 0: (86)Thus A(x; t) = 8><>>: 1 for x < 1  t13 1 xt + 2 for x 2 [1  t; 1 + 2t]0 for x 2 (1 + 2t;    2t) 9>=>>; ; (87)Sx = 8>><>>: 0 for x < 1   t23 1 xt   1 for x 2 [1  t; 1 + 2t] 2 for x 2 (1 + 2t;    2t) 9>>=>>; ; (88)as in [11].Note that by considering the modication of the initial data so that oneobtains a pulse centered at x = 0 with width 2, that the behavior for jxj >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